
 

The following websites contain free ready-to-go lessons 
 
 
 
 
 

Gaeilge lesson versions are available from UNICEF.ie, Amnesty.ie, Trócaire.org & 

Ombudsman.ie, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 

Global Goals Lessonǎ π (All classeǎύ
These Global Goals Lessons are simple, ready-to-go lessons for all class 
levels. They include a basic "What are the Global Goals" lesson to a 
selection of specific lessons based on particular Global Goals e.g. GG 
No.1 'End Poverty',    GG No.7 'Climate Action', 
GG No.8 'Decent Work', etc. 

 
 
 
 
 

Me, you everyone (10 Units for fifth and sixth class) 
This resource focuses on   knowledge of human rights issues and 
developing   the      skills     and     attitudes     acquired     from     the 
previous resources.  The  resource  contains  ten  lesson  plans 
focusing  on identity,  taking    responsibility,  child  labour,  conflict 
and  the  role  of children’s    rights    promoters. The  lessons    link 
directly to  strands and  strand units of the SPHE curriculum 

 
 
 

 
The Right Start (5 themes for junior infants to second class) 
This is focused on developing the skills of empathy, communication, 
cooperation,   and   conflict   resolution.   With   these   skills   young 
children     can     live     the     message     of     human     rights     in 
their daily lives and then use these skills to engage fully with 
knowledge based learning on human rights. These lessons link 
directly to strands and  strand units of the SPHE curriculum. 

 

 
Lift Off  (10 Lessons for third and fourth class) 

This resource focuses on knowledge of human rights issues while 
also building on the human rights skills. This resource contains ten 
lesson plans focusing on equality, refugee issues, the role of human 
rights promoters, needs, wants and rights and the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. There is also an Irish language version of this 
resource available. This lessons link directly to strands and strand 
units of the SPHE curriculum. 

 
 

Right action is better than knowledge but in order to do what is right we 

must know what is right.” Charlemagne. 

https://www.into.ie/ROI/GlobalCitizenshipSchool/Downloads/TheGlobalGoalsLessons.docx
http://archive.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/LIFT%20OFF%20Me%2C%20You%20Everyone.pdf
http://archive.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/The%20Right%20Start%20-%20updated%20version.pdf
http://www.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/The%20Right%20Start%20SPHE%20Links.pdf
http://archive.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/LIFT%20OFF%20Resource.pdf
http://www.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/hre/2012/01/Suas%20linn.pdf
http://www.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/Lift%20Off%20SPHE%20Links.pdf
http://www.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/Lift%20Off%20SPHE%20Links.pdf
http://www.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/resources/2010/04/Lift%20Off%20SPHE%20Links.pdf
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https://www.amnesty.ie/human-rights-education-primary-school-resource/
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Human Rights Stories (about 5 different people for 2nd to 6th classes) 
This resource includes a range of lessons with questions, worksheets 
and teacher's notes. Engaging with the stories through discussion, 
creative    thinking and    character    exploration    can    support    the 
development of literacy. Through the familiar medium of storytelling, 
human rights situations can be explored on a level which children can 
encounter the real life impact of human rights in practice. 

To obtain hard copies of Amnesty’s resources contact:  hre@amnesty.ie or (01) 8638300. 
 
 
 

Creating Futures (Third to sixth classes - Trócaire) 
This climate change education resource for senior primary classrooms 
consists of 10 lessons to inspire inquiry, creativity and cooperation. 
Resources are cross-curricular and include lesson plans, activities, 
worksheets, photographs, web links and lots more. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Climate Change, Climate justice (All classes - Trócaire) 
This resource focuses on the impact of climate change on 
communities around the world. It aims to use active teaching 
methodologies to critically examine the reasons why climate change 
is a global justice issue. Its topics include Environmental Values, 
Climate Change, Climate Justice and Be a Climate Justice Champion. 

For Trocáire hardcopies, please contact:  mary.boyce@trocaire.org or call (01)6293333. 
 
 
 

What Do You Say? (3rd /4th and 5th /6th class) 
This resource from the Children’s Ombudsman includes the U.N. 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, poster and lesson plans. They 
are very good and worth learning about. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Team Planet (All classes) 
This is an active learning programme focused on the themes of 
environment and  interdependence designed for  use  at  individual 
class levels but also on a whole school basis. Click for  Class 1 /2,  Class 
3 /4 and  Class 5/6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Right action is better than knowledge but in order to do what is right we 

must know what is right.” Charlemagne. 

https://archive.amnesty.ie/sites/default/files/file/Human%20Rights%20Stories%20web%20version.pdf
mailto:hre@amnesty.ie
https://www.trocaire.org/getinvolved/education/creating-futures
http://www.trocaire.org/sites/trocaire/files/education/lent2015/climate-primary-resource-trocaire.pdf
mailto:mary.boyce@trocaire.org
http://www.oco.ie/education-and-human-rights/education-materials/what-do-you-say/
http://www.developmenteducation.ie/teachers-and-educators/primary-education/team-planet/pdf/Team-Planet-Blue-Theme-1.pdf
http://www.developmenteducation.ie/teachers-and-educators/primary-education/team-planet/pdf/Team-Planet-Green-Theme-1.pdf
http://www.developmenteducation.ie/teachers-and-educators/primary-education/team-planet/pdf/Team-Planet-Orange-Theme-1.pdf
http://www.developmenteducation.ie/teachers-and-educators/primary-education/team-planet/pdf/Team-Planet-Orange-Theme-1.pdf
http://www.developmenteducation.ie/teachers-and-educators/primary-education/team-planet/pdf/Team-Planet-Blue-Theme-1.pdf
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